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ISSUE #6 JULY 2010

Your Portfolio Blooms
A steady summer parade of bad economic news

threatens the market rally.  There is enormous slack in
the economy, and gridlock in Congress means not
much will be done to address our nation’s problems. I
think it’s time to add a short position to hedge what
could be the next leg down in the market.

Here are some examples of the bad news that
continues to pile up like bodies on the doorstep:

#1) Home sales are cliff-diving.  The same goes for builder
confidence, home starts and mortgage applications.  Housing has
cratered, and it’s probably going to get worse. Why?  Because of a
huge overhang in the existing housing market.

That chart shows that Americans have $4 trillion more in mortgage debt than their
homes are worth.  Housing prices have dropped, but the debt behind those houses remains
despite an avalanche of bankruptcies and foreclosures.

The economy is overloaded with bad debts that will never be paid. The government
stepped in to stop the collapse of these asset values to save the banking system that made
the loans. This transferred some of the bad private debt to public pockets. The bad debt
didn’t go away. It merely changed locations. The economy is still burdened with it.

Sean Brodrick
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#2) Money supply is flat, and the threat of real deflation is on the horizon.  Above
is a graph of M1 Money Supply — all physical money such as coins and currency and
checking accounts — and the Consumer Price Index.

Consumers have no cash, and they are spending so little that prices are going down.
That is not a sign of a healthy economy.  If deflation persists for the remainder of this year,
all the positive readings from the second half of last year will be replaced, and the deflation
outlook will get worse.

Finally …

#3) Leading Economic Indicators Point to Another Recession.  The Economic Cycle
Research Institute’s Weekly Leading Index (ECRI) is leading gross domestic product (GDP)
lower.
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The ECRI has been on a downward trend since late April, and hit a 49-week low of minus
9.8.  As you can see, GDP tends to follow the ECRI.  So, it sure looks like economic output is
headed for a worse slump.

Now, these are problems, but they are not the end of the world.  The economy can
recover.  It can do it on its own after a lot more pain for America’s working people and their
families, or it can recover with smart, decisive action by Washington.

I’m not betting on that, which is why I created Crisis Profit Hunter.

You can back whichever horse you like. And while the stock market does not follow or
even lead the economy as much as some people think, I have an inverse ETF
recommendation for you this month to make the most of what I see could be the next leg
down in stocks.

Two Pieces of Good News for Your Portfolio

Now that I’ve depressed you, here’s some good news. Energy looks strong.  While the
price of crude is rangebound, demand is heating up in emerging markets — China, Brazil, India
and more.

It seems those economies are decoupling to an extent from the “stuck-in-the-mud”
economies of the United States and Europe.  Will China and India be able to continue to
decouple?  We’ll have to wait and see.  But energy prices look strong, and the big trend is
up. That is good news for your portfolio.

Also, gold and precious metals in general look strong despite their recent correction.
The European Central Bank just reported that it has added about 500 metric tons of gold to
its reserves. And while China gives lip service to the dollar, it is likely diversifying its foreign
reserves at a furious pace. We’ll find out about it later. What we have found out NOW is that
China’s largest credit agency has downgraded U.S. debt. That wouldn’t happen without
official approval.

It’s not just the U.S. dollar that is in trouble.  All fiat currencies are under pressure.  And
that keeps the fires lit under gold.  In this issue, I have an updated gold chart for you, as
well as the government’s latest shenanigans concerning gold in the Spotlight section.

In Survive and Thrive, I give you survival tips for you and your pets to beat the summer
heat — as well as profile three stocks that can add sizzle to any portfolio.

The feature story makes my case for adding a short position at this point.

All this, and more, awaits you in this month’s issue.

All the best,

Sean

P.S. My friend and colleague Ron Rowland has put together a new ETF Field Guide that I
consider a must-read for seasoned traders and new investors alike. It explains why ex-
change-traded funds are a great way to invest, tells you the correct way to buy ETFs, and
explains ETF mistakes you should avoid.  Ron’s ETF Field Guide is a 32-page report plus an
extra 50-page “ETF Shopper’s Handbook” supplement that is a complete listing of all 1,009
ETFs and ETNs, sorted into helpful categories.  And it’s all yours for $29.  To find out more,
CLICK HERE.

http://images.moneyandmarkets.com/reports/SPR/0071/spr0071.asp?s=CPH&e=a07350&zid=1
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Feature Focus

Why the Market Could Drift
For Years … and How to Invest

The bad news is the market may have already begun its next leg down — the next
phase of a big bear market.  The good news is you’re well positioned to ride it out with your
portfolio that …

A) is positioned in dividend payers that should cushion the next leg down even as they
pay you regularly

B) is also poised to ride higher on the emerging markets’ growing demand for
commodities of all types

C) should also protect you and potentially profit from the five crises in food, energy,
water, climate and debt.

 This first chart is from the Strategy desk of Morgan Stanley Europe. It shows the
average of the past 19 major bear markets globally.  The chart represents typical secular
bear markets based on MS’s sample of 19 such bear markets. As you can see, bear markets
typically sell off deeply, rally for more than a year, correct again, then go into a trading range
that lasts on average about 5.6 years.

If this pattern holds true — and there’s no reason to think it won’t — the big rally we’ve
seen since markets bottomed last year is a bull rally within a bigger bear cycle.  That rally
may have topped out after only 14 months, rather than the usual 17 months.  If that’s the
case, we’re starting the next correction, in which the markets could go down 25%. This
correction phase lasts on average about 13 months, according to Morgan Stanley.

The second chart is from Stockcharts.com. It shows how recent market action would
line up with the Morgan Stanley model.  To be sure, the market could head higher for a few
months to line up with the average in Morgan Stanley’s model, or it could be really peculiar
and not follow the model at all.  But this gives us an idea of what, if the market follows the
rhythm of previous bear markets, we could see going forward.
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Could this trading range last even longer?  Let’s look at a long-term chart of the Dow
Jones Industrial Average …

You can see that over the last century extended bull markets were followed by
extended periods of consolidation.  If that’s the case, this consolidation could last for 17 to
20 years.

You can figure out the market’s most recent top in a couple of ways.  It may have
topped out for real in 1999, and 2007’s peak was just a last-gasp boosted by a flood of loose
money from the Fed.
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If the bear market started in 2000, the secular bear started in 2000, then we had a 31
month, 49% decline, followed by a 101% rally that lasted 60 months, then a 44% decline,
then a 54% rally.

In that case, perhaps we’d see a new bull market begin in 2016 or 2017 at the earliest.

Or, if you want to measure 2007 as the market top, then the next big bull market won’t
begin until 2024, according to this cycle.

To be sure, past performance is no guarantee of what will happen in the future, and the
market doesn’t have to follow either of the patterns I’ve shown you here today.  But this is
one reason why some prominent analysts aren’t looking for a new bull market anytime soon.

That’s the bad news.  Now let me tell you the good news about how your portfolio is
positioned …

Your Portfolio Is Bristling With Powerhouse Dividend Stocks

Here’s some news that may interest you …

2010 has been a good year for dividend investors. Dividend payers outperformed non-
dividend payers in the first quarter, according to Standard and Poor’s.

Time and again, history has shown that dividend payers outperform in bad markets.  The
most stunning example was when the dot-com bubble burst in 2000.  The S&P 500 Index lost
9% that year, while dividend-oriented mutual funds gained anywhere from 10% to 30%,
according to Morningstar Research.

There’s a very good explanation for this out-performance: Dividend-paying stocks
usually have a lower “beta,” meaning they are less volatile than the overall stock market.
Now, this means they go up more slowly than non-dividend payers in bull markets.  But their
dividends more than make up the difference, especially over the longer term.

Look at this data from Ned Davis Research (chart on following page), which shows what
would happen to $100 invested in 1972 in a range of dividend payers, dividend growers, and
non-dividend paying stocks in the S&P 500 index ...
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The best performers of all were companies GROWING their dividends. They turned $100
into $2,945 over the length of the study, while an investment in non-dividend payers turned
into just $165.

Here are here are four other points I made in this weeks’ Uncommon WisdomDaily.com
column …

1.) Dividend stocks pay you. So if you’re waiting for the market to find its feet and go up
again, it’s nice to be paid to wait. Dividends cushion losses during bear markets — potentially
providing a source of revenue during bad times — and they add to returns when stocks go up
again.

2.) Dividends don’t lie. Wall Street can lie about many things — just look at the latest
headlines about the sleazy shenanigans of the bankster crowd. But a company can’t fake a
dividend. A company also can’t fake a record of dividend growth. So, dividends are Wall
Street’s lie detectors.

3.) Dividends are where the money is. Over the past 80 years, stocks have returned
almost 10% annually. Here’s the interesting part: Dividends accounted for approximately 40%
of average annual returns.

4.) Dividends beat inflation. Over that same 80-year time frame, inflation has averaged
3%. Dividend-paying stocks provide a nice inflation hedge since their revenues and net
income should go up with overall prices.

So, no wonder that more companies are starting to pay dividends.  Ten companies in the
S&P 500 index have initiated dividends this year, including Carnival, Tellabs, Expedia,
Starbucks and Viacom. Last year, only two stocks had initiated dividends by this point in the
year. And 130 stocks have increased their dividends this year.

The best dividend stocks are those that increase their payouts while you own them. You
win two ways when that happens. And sure enough, those are just the kind of picks I look
for to add to your portfolio.

Also, the recent market carnage has sent bond yields plunging. I read last week that
half the blue-chip Dow components now yield more than the 10-year note.  About 25% of
the blue-chip Dow stocks yield more than the 30-year long bond!  This makes dividend stocks
more attractive, which should give your portfolio an extra boost.

And now for the second thing that should power up your portfolio …

Your Portfolio Should Ride the Rise in Global Energy Demand

As I explained in a recent video, the International Energy Agency announced that China
has pushed past the United States to become the world’s number one energy consumer. This
is a title the United States held for the past 100 years!

China devoured 2,252 million tons of oil equivalent last year, or about 4% more than the
United States, which burned through 2,170 million tons of oil equivalent.  The term “oil
equivalent” includes all forms of energy consumed, including crude, natural gas, coal, and
nuclear power.

China was expected to surpass the United States in about five years, so this is big
news. It means even more strain on global energy supplies.  And that should support oil and
gas prices, even if our economy goes into a double-dip recession.

What’s more …

 The International Energy Agency (IEA) is raising its forecast —  Worldwide oil
use will rise by 1.7 million barrels a day, or 2 percent, in 2010 to a record 86.4
million barrels.
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 For 2011, the IEA says worldwide daily crude oil consumption will climb 1.3
million barrels, or 1.6 percent, to average 87.8 million a day

 Oil demand is expected to hit 92 million barrels a day by 2015 assuming annual
economic growth of 4.5 percent from 2010.

Your portfolio is packed with names that will make the most of this — Baytex Energy
Strust, Penn West Energy Trust and Holly Energy Partners.  And you have many more energy
picks in the bonuses I sent you — Energy Transfer Partners, Buckeye Partners, ConocoPhillips
and Penn Virginia Resource Partners.

This is why your portfolio outperforms the S&P 500.  And those dividends should
continue to pile up.

You’re Loaded for Dividend and Energy Profits
Now Target Gains as the Bear Market Continues

This month, it’s important to balance out your portfolio with a pick that could make hay
as the broad market heads lower.

I recommend you buy 100 shares of the ProShares Short Dow30 (DOG).  You can
buy these shares at the market.  Set a profit target to grab gains on HALF the position
at 67.00, and set a protective stop at 49.00.

Fund Symbol: DOG
Number of shares: 100
Cost: Approximately $5,200 (100 shares x $52.20)
PT1: 67.00 (Approximate gain: $750 on 50 shares)
Stop:  49.00 (Approximate loss:  $320 on 100 shares)

Here is the recommendation:

BUY 100 shares of the ProShares Short Dow 30, symbol DOG, at the market.
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Then place a protective stop to SELL ALL your shares of ProShares Short Dow 30,
symbol DOG, at $49.00, STOP. This order is good till cancelled.

Then place an order to SELL HALF your shares of ProShares Short Dow 30, symbol
DOG, at $67.00 or better. This order is good till cancelled.

If you don’t like inverse funds, you can sit this one out.  This is just a recommendation.
I think it will add a layer of financial armor to your portfolio if and when times get tough.

Good luck and good trades.
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Beat The Heat in The Hottest Year on Record
June was the warmest on record — ever — according to the National Oceanic and

Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). We should not be too surprised when it is hot in summer,
just as we shouldn’t be alarmed when it is cold in winter.  But you should also follow tips to
prepare yourself for the worst, and your portfolio for the best that summer has to offer.

This year is a scorcher.  The warmest year-to-date on record, through June, was 1998,
and so far, 2010 is even hotter, say NOAA’s climate scientists.  NOAA has been keeping
records since about 1880.

As someone who lives in Florida, all I can say is “thank God for air conditioning.”  This
state would be uninhabitable without it. Have you given your A/C a summer tune-up?  It’s
best to do that sooner rather than later if you live in one of the sunny states because I can
guarantee you don’t want to live without it when the next heat wave strikes.

Elderly people, infants and people who work outdoors are more likely to suffer heat-
related illnesses. Symptoms include:

 Sweating

 Painful cramps in the muscles

 Nausea, confusion, dizziness or headaches

 Weak pulse

How do you beat the heat?  Well, A/C is a big start.  Beyond that, consider …

 Reducing outdoor activity

 Wear light-colors and lightweight clothing

 Drink plenty of water and non-alcoholic fluids.

The Red Cross has many more safety tips that you can find HERE (http://tinyurl.com/
obmsjc)

And remember your pets.  My cousin had a beautiful Alaskan husky that she insisted on
bringing to Florida when she moved here. Even with its fur clipped short, that dog suffered in
the E-Z-Bake oven that is Florida’s outdoors. My cousin gave her dog its own plastic kiddie
swimming pool in the back yard, and tried to take care of it. But dogs can only sweat
through their tongues and pads of their feet, and that dog was built for Arctic winters, not
Florida summers. One day the heat just got too much and the dog died of heat stroke.

The ASPCA offers its own heat safety tips for pets. (http://tinyurl.com/pfzrbo).

Long-term, is this a sign of global warming?  One summer doesn’t make a global trend.
However, each of the 10 warmest average global temperatures recorded since 1880 have
occurred in the last 15 years. Arctic sea ice is plunging — also to a new record low.  And it
makes 19 consecutive Junes in a row that sea ice in the Arctic has been below average. Just
something to think about as you sweat your way through the summer.

Three Stocks With Summer Sizzle

If you want to add summer sizzle to your portfolio, here are three names to consider …

Coca-Cola (KO).  Nothing refreshes like a Coke, right?  The king of non-alcoholic
beverages is a dividend payer, with a yield of about 3.4%.  What’s more, Coca-Cola has

Survive and Thrive

http://tinyurl.com/obmsjc/obmsjc
http://tinyurl.com/pfzrbo
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increased distributions for 48 consecutive years. Annual dividends have increased by an
average of 10% annually over the past decade.

Looking at a chart, Coca-Cola recently pushed above overhead resistance at its 200-
day moving average and seems headed higher.

Stanley Black & Decker (SWK) is one of the world’s best-known toolmakers, and it
should do well as summer sends plenty of dads into garages and back yard to get to work on
those pet projects.  SWK pays a 2.6% dividend yield, and it recently raised its dividend.  In
fact, this company has increased its dividends for 43 consecutive years.

Looking at a chart, SWK recently popped above its 200-day moving average.

POOL Corp (POOL) is a wholesale distributor of swimming pool supplies and equipment
in North America and Europe.  It pays a 2.4% dividend. Its dividend yield is double what it
was four years ago, though the company gives no sign of raising its dividend in the near
future.

Looking at a chart, POOL has consolidated with the rest of the market since April.
However, there is divergence in its momentum indicators, usually a sign that a stock wants to
go higher.

None of these stocks is an official Crisis Profit Hunter recommendation; they’re just
informational profiles. If I had to rank their potential, I’d say #1 — Coca-Cola,  #2 — Stanley
Black & Decker and #3 — POOL Corp.

That’s it for Crisis Profit Hunter’s tips to beat the heat in your personal life and portfolio.
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Many small gold merchants are howling with outrage over a scarcely noticed tack-on
provision to the health care legislation recently passed by Congress.  The new law puts the
activities of gold coin buyers and sellers under tighter government scrutiny, and potentially
means more reams of red tape for small gold merchants.

Section 9006 of the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act will amend the Internal
Revenue Code to expand the scope of Form 1099.  You probably know that 1099 forms are
used to track and report the miscellaneous income associated with services rendered by
independent contractors or self-employed individuals.

But beginning Jan. 1, 2012, Form 1099s will be sent to the Internal Revenue Service for
the purchases of all goods and services by small businesses and self-employed people that
exceed $600 during a calendar year. That means if you sell more than $600 of gold to a gold
dealer, he has to report it.

“It’s just another intrusion on people’s privacy by government,” Eric Drawdy, of Atlantis
Coin and Jewelry in Lantana, Florida, told me over the phone. “And it’s a way for the IRS to
collect more taxes.”

Eric is exactly right about the tax angle.  This provision was written specifically to tap
what the IRS believes is a vast reservoir of uncollected income tax.  It was included in the
health care bill as a way to pay for expanding health care.

This small change to the tax code is expected to raise $17 billion over the next 10
years, according to the Joint Committee on Taxation.

But it has the side effect of creating more red tape for the thousands of coin and bullion
dealers in the United States. Every time someone sells more than $600 worth of gold to a
dealer, the transaction will have to be reported to the federal government by the buyer.

Drawdy says that, in Florida anyway, gold dealers already have to report any gold
purchases to the state government.  So this will be another layer of bureaucracy.

And for dealers who don’t already have to report these small purchases to the
government, it represents a new level of complication.

Pat Heller, of Liberty Coin Service in Lansing, Michigan, was one of the people I
interviewed for my recent gold report.  He estimates that he’ll be filling out between 10,000
and 20,000 tax forms per year after the new law takes effect.  Heller says he might have to
hire two new full-time people just to keep track of it all.

The Industry Council for Tangible Assets (ICTA), based in Severna Park, Maryland, which
is a trade association representing 5,000 coin and bullion dealers in the United States, raises
another concern. The ICTA says that criminals may set up shops specifically to extract
personal information that would accompany the filing out of a 1099. So, the new law may
unwittingly cause a wave of identity theft.

What you can do:  Contact your congressional representative and raise holy hell.  You
have until Jan. 1, 2012, before the law takes effect.

Why is the Government
Cracking Down on Gold Sellers?
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Gold Chart Update

Gold may be near the best buying opportunity you’re going to see for months. Take a
look at this chart …

You can see that gold has pulled back to its weekly uptrend.  At the same time, a
momentum indicator called CCI is giving a buy signal.  In the past, this has proven to be an
excellent indicator of when to buy gold.

The SPDR Gold Trust (GLD) and select gold and silver miners will rise with the price of
gold. If you haven’t bought the gold and silver recommendations in your Crisis Profit Hunter
portfolio yet, now would probably be a good time.
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Your portfolio is off its early July lows, as is the rest of the market.  I expect higher
energy prices will give your portfolio an extra boost in August.  You have the added juice of
big, fat dividends on many positions, which are starting to add up.

There isn’t news on all your positions because some of these smaller funds and stocks
don’t have news every month.  Here’s the latest:

PowerShares WilderHill Clean Energy Portfolio (PBW):  This clean energy fund has
put in a multiple bottom over the past two months, and the next path seems higher.  The BP
oil spill seems to be galvanizing interest in clean energy investments. Longer-term, PBW
moves generally with oil prices, and the big, long-term trend in oil prices is up.

BRF — Brasil Foods (BRFS):  All of your investments should be doing as well as this
Brazilian food supplier, which is showing great strength.  The Brazilian economy is heating up,
Brazilian consumers have more disposable income, and all that is good news for BRFS.

Elements Rogers International Commodity Agriculture ETN (RJA):  After bottoming
last month, RJA has made great gains off its lows and looks to head higher.  Prices in grains
are heating up due to a combination of rising global demand and weather that is withering
crops in Europe, Russia and China.

Penn West Energy Trust (PWE):  This energy trust has pretty much gone nowhere.
On the plus side, you’re being paid every month to hold it, with another 14 cents per share
distribution on July 30. I think it’s great to be paid to wait while we wait for the big energy
trend to bring PWE along with it.

Silver Wheaton (SLW):  This best-of-breed silver producer seems to have found
support just above $17 a share. Silver Wheaton releases second-quarter results Aug. 11.
Analysts polled by Bloomberg expect the company to report earnings of 16 cents per share
compared to earnings of 6 cents per share and 13 cents per share in the second quarter of
2009 and first quarter of 2010, respectively.

Management anticipates producing 22.2 million ounces of silver for 2010 and 38 million
ounces by 2013, positioning the company among the world’s top silver producers.  Nice!  Will
Silver Wheaton announce a dividend this quarter or next quarter, as some market watchers
expect?  We’ll wait and see.

SPDR Gold Trust (GLD): Gold has taken it on the chin since last month, and it could
have more weakness ahead.  But longer-term, you know how I feel about gold — it’s going to
go much higher.  This is worth holding.

Baytex Energy Trust (BTE):  This energy trust keeps paying you every month to hold
it.  Unit-holders of record on July 30 will receive another U.S.$0.1747 per unit distribution on
Aug. 16.

Baytex has spent the past couple months coiling up in a triangle.  I think it’s going to
resolve this by breaking out to the upside.  To see my chart of Baytex, point your web
browser here: http://tinyurl.com/2vtnfyd.

Barrick Gold (ABX):  ABX broke its uptrend from February.  While the stock is off its
lows and recovering, the broken uptrend will serve as significant overhead resistance going
forward.  That’s the bad news. The good news is it bounced higher off support from its 200-
day moving average and it’s cheap — trading at only 13.55 times earnings — and it is
oversold.  I expect this miner to go higher with gold prices.

Holly Energy Partners (HEP):  This pipeline partnership is closing in on its May high,
and that will likely prove to be overhead resistance.  It releases results for the quarter on

Portfolio Update for July

http://tinyurl.com/2vtnfyd
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July 29th and has a webcast the same day.  You have nice gains on this stock even though
you just added it last month.

Claymore S&P Global Water Index ETF (CGW): After bottoming in May, CGW has zig-
zagged higher. It still has to break overhead resistance to make a run at its old highs.

Silvercorp Metals (SVM):  The last couple of months have been a tough slog for
Silvecorp, but it seems to have put in a bottom at $6 a share — and it is still showing open
gains from my tracked entry point.  This stock looks dirt-cheap now.  Remember, Silvercorp
has one of the lowest production costs in the industry, zero long-term debt, nearly $95
million in cash on its balance sheet and pays a 1.2% dividend. If it can break its downtrend, I
will recommend you add to this position.

Energy Transfer Partners (ETP):  This gas pipeline operator is soaring, and its old high
from May didn’t give any overhead resistance at all.  After such a big run-up, it may pull
back.  I’m keeping a close eye on it.  If I get a sell signal, I may send you a recommendation
to grab gains, and we’ll swap in another, cheaper pipeline company for this bonus
recommendation.  On the other hand, Wall Street analysts expect the company’s EPS to
grow by 26% over the next year, and it still sports a dividend of 7%, so there’s no harm in
holding it.

Penn Virginia Resource Partners (PVR):  This coal/natural gas company been on a
rip-roaring rally for the past couple of months, as coal prices are boosted by news that China
is going to use more than half the world’s coal this year.  Penn Virginia is coming up to highs
it touched it March and April, so I’ll keep my eye on it. But you can’t argue with a company
that is still paying a 7.98% dividend, even at these prices, and the coal market is expected
to strengthen throughout 2010.

Conoco Phillips (COP):  Conoco announced that it has cancelled plans to upgrade a
German refinery.  As a result, Conoco will take a $1.1 billion non-cash charge in the second
quarter.  Analysts were expecting earnings of $1.57 a share, so those earnings estimates will
probably come down.

Now, you hate to see a portfolio holding take a charge like this.  On the other hand, it
doesn’t seem to be affecting the stock negatively.  Either Wall Street is ignoring the news for
now or, more likely, insiders and the big money knew about this ahead of time. That may
have continued to the big slide in Conoco’s share price in June.

The stock is recovering nicely, and its 4.22% dividend shouldn’t be threatened.  One of
the nice things about dividends is they let you ride out bad news.  So, hold Conoco.  The
company’s second-quarter earnings call is scheduled for July 28.

Buckeye Partners (BPL):  This pipeline MLP recently pushed above overhead price
resistance, and is now consolidating those gains. It will announce second-quarter earnings on
Aug. 6. Hold.

New Subscribers: If you do not own the above-mentioned positions, follow my
instructions in the Portfolio Table on page 16.



CRISIS PROFIT HUNTER PORTFOLIO

Last Price Sell Stop/ Dvds Profit/

7/22/2010 Limit Paid Loss

Powershares WilderHill Clean 
Energy Portfolio (PBW)

2/26/2010 100 $9.38 $9.16 - - - - (22.00) -2.35% Hold
Buy 100 shares at the 

market.

BRF - Brasil Foods (BRFS) 2/26/2010 200 $12.33 $14.32 - - - 9/7/2010 398.50 16.16% Hold -

ELEMENTS Linked to the Rogers 
Intl Cmdty Index (RJA)

2/26/2010 100 $7.58 $7.50 - - - - (8.00) -1.06% Hold
Buy 100 shares at the 

market.

Penn West Energy Trust (PWE) 3/25/2010 100 $20.84 $19.72 - $0.58112 $58.11 8/13/2010 (53.89) -2.59% Hold
Buy 100 shares at the 

market.

Silver Wheaton Corp (SLW) 4/23/2010 100 $18.00 $18.83 - - - - 83.00 4.61% Hold
Buy 100 shares at the 

market.

SPDR Gold Trust (GLD) 5/28/2010 100 $118.88 $116.86 - - - - (201.80) -1.70% Hold
Buy 100 shares at the 

market.

Baytex Energy Trust (BTE) 5/28/2010 100 $31.01 $32.83 - $0.17400 $17.40 8/16/2010 199.40 6.43% Hold
Buy 100 shares at the 

market.

Barrick Gold (ABX) 5/28/2010 50 $42.08 $42.23 - $0.20000 $10.00 6/15/2010 17.50 0.83% Hold
Buy 50 shares at the 

market.

Holly Energy Partners (HEP) 6/21/2010 50 $42.38 $46.64 - - 7/30/2010 213.00 10.05% Hold
Buy 50 shares at the 

market.

ProShares Short Dow30 (DOG) 7/23/2010 100 TBD $50.91 $49/$67 - - - -

Bonus Recommendations

Claymore S&P Global Water Index 
ETF (CGW)

1/22/2010 100 $17.98 $17.58 - - - 12/31/2009 ($40.00) -2.22% Hold
Buy 100 shares at the 

market.

Silvercorp Metals Inc (SVM) 1/22/2010 100 $5.73 $6.41 - $0.21291 $21.29 7/21/2010 $68.00 11.87% Hold
Buy 100 shares at the 

market.

Energy Transfer Partners (ETP) 1/22/2010 100 $44.55 $51.16 - $1.78750 $178.75 5/17/2010 $839.75 18.85% Hold
Buy 100 shares at the 

market.

Penn Virginia Resource Partners 
(PVR)

1/22/2010 100 $22.36 $23.70 - $0.94000 $94.00 5/14/2010 $228.00 10.20% Hold
Buy 100 shares at the 

market.

Buckeye Partners (BPL) 1/22/2010 100 $57.11 $62.89 - $1.88750 $188.75 5/28/2010 $766.75 13.43% Hold
Buy 100 shares at the 

market.

ConocoPhillips (COP) 4/30/2010 100 $59.19 $53.27 - $0.55000 $55.00 9/1/2010 ($537.00) -9.07% Hold
Buy 100 shares at the 

market.

Buy 100 shares at the market; 

sell stop at $49; limit to sell half 

at $67

Profit % 

(incl. 

dvds)

Current 

Reco

What to do if you don't 

own it

Next/Last 

Dividend 

Pay DateReco Date

Dividend 

Amount 

(Received)Name

Entry 

Price

# of 

Shrs

This recommended portfolio is just that  a recommendation.  You can adjust it to fit your own needs and appetite for risk/reward.  You are in
charge of your own investing destiny.  Be sure to consult your investment advisor before buying anything to make sure it’s right for you.

If the recommendation includes a limit price, my recommendation is NOT to chase the stock or fund — let it come to you.  If you miss one, that’s
okay. There will be new opportunities in the future.

Data Date: 7/22/10




